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Introduction

Edward Said: a significant figure

As a literary and cultural critic and social commentator, Edward Said is a highly significant and at times controversial figure in contemporary intellectual life. His œuvre is impressive in terms of both scope and importance, and he has exercised a significant influence in the field of cultural and postcolonial studies. His writings on Orientalism and related phenomena have provided the inspiration for a large number of new studies, including many which extend his work in unexpected ways or in ways which implicitly or explicitly challenge his own ideas. A writer of avowedly conservative literary and cultural biases, Said has increasingly come to analyse the complex and vital relationship between literature, politics and culture. This analysis has taken three main forms in his work. First, two of his most important books, Orientalism and Culture and Imperialism, consider the relationship between the West and the East in the colonial and postcolonial contexts. Second, Said has been directly concerned both with Palestine and the situation of Palestinians in the Middle East, and with larger issues related to the Arabo-Islamic world and its relationship with and representation in and by the West. Third, he has devoted considerable time and energy to defining the role and responsibilities of the intellectual in the contemporary world.1

The first main area of his work deals with the political implications of Western colonialism and imperialism and the West’s domination and representation of the East or, more generally, the
non-European world. *Orientalism*, first published in 1978, examines the development of Western conceptions and representations of the Orient from the middle of the eighteenth century to the present. Orientalism is seen as a set of academic disciplines concerned with studying the Orient, but also as a style of thought based on an existential difference between the Orient and the Occident. Both these are related to the development of the institutional and administrative procedures of Western imperialism. The book offers a variety of perspectives on the proliferating discourses of Orientalism in such disparate areas as literature, linguistic and other types of scholarship, travel writing, anthropology and colonial administration. The varying definitions and views of Orientalism are not always completely consistent, but the book’s central argument about the interdependence of the political and the cultural dimensions of Orientalism and their effects on literary works provided a dramatically new insight in mainstream literary criticism. It has since proved to be one of the key sources, if not the key source, of inspiration for much later work by others in the fields of literary, critical and cultural theory, especially in postcolonial studies. *Culture and Imperialism* continues and extends the work begun in *Orientalism* by documenting the imperial complicities of some major works of the Western literary (and in one case, musical) canon. The book’s final chapter looks at the geopolitics of the postcolonial world and pays particular and critical attention to America’s role in it.

The second main focus of Said’s work is the analysis of the situation in Palestine, Israel and the Middle East more generally. His main concern has always been the condition of the Palestinian people, but he has also constantly written about larger political and cultural issues related to the Arabo-Islamic world and its relationship with the West, including the ways in which it is constructed and represented by the West. Said sees his work in this area as being intimately connected to his work on Orientalism. *Orientalism* was quickly followed by *The Question of Palestine* (1979) and *Covering Islam* (1981). The Introduction to *Covering Islam* argues that the three books deal with the relation between ‘Islam, the Arabs, and the Orient’, on the one hand, and ‘the West, France, Britain, and in particular the United States’, on the other.² He has also said, in the Afterword to the 1995 edition of *Orientalism*, that his position on the Palestinian issue has not changed in its essentials since the original publication of *The Question of Palestine*.³ The many essays that he has written since then bear out this statement. Two main concerns emerge. The first is the documentation of Palestinian existence in
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the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with emphasis on the need for a Palestinian narrative to counter the pro-Israeli narrative of events in the Middle East. This is accompanied by the analysis of the distortions, prejudices and racism that all too often characterize the representation of Islam and Arabs, especially Palestinian Arabs, by the Western media and academia. Secondly, Said has consistently provided a critique of US government policy in the Middle East, and of the Israeli and Arab governments and their actions, including those of the recently established Palestinian Authority.

Said’s third central topic is the function of criticism in the contemporary world, especially the role and responsibilities of the intellectual. Two key texts here are *The World, the Text, and the Critic* (1983) and *Representations of the Intellectual* (1994). In the first, Said puts forward his own theoretical position, provides a commentary on aspects of contemporary critical theory which is often scathing, and offers some perceptive and idiosyncratic accounts of certain individual writers. He proposes a model of secular criticism, criticizes much contemporary theory because of its detachment from the problems and constraints of the real world and explains why Foucault rather than Derrida provides part of the inspiration for his own approach. Said’s later writings show his increasing impatience with Foucault’s work, which he comes to see as more and more detached from real-life political and social issues, and thus as ineffectual, since it fails to challenge the *status quo* or bring about change. For Said, the key words for the intellectual are scepticism, memory and, above all, ‘the critical sense’.* In *Representations of the Intellectual* he develops his argument that the intellectual should not be seduced by power or official approval, but should remain unco-opted if not uncommitted, ready to challenge orthodoxies and received ideas and to change the world.

The interrelation of these three major areas in Said’s work is one reason for Said’s special position in contemporary Western intellectual life. Others are the wide scope and the rich variety of his analyses of literary works and political and cultural phenomena, and the courage he has shown in expressing his political convictions. He is in many ways the restless embodiment of his own ideal of the unco-opted critical intellectual who refuses to accept orthodoxy of any kind. The reasons for this can be found in the way in which Said has assumed the contradictions and conflicts subsequent to the accident of his birth and the events of his life. Said has made the facts of his birth and his experiences a central strand in
his work, uniting the personal and the public dimensions of his life in writing which is compelling and often provocative.⁵

A man of more than one world⁶

Said was born in November 1935 in Talbiya, West Jerusalem, in what was then British Mandate Palestine.⁷ His father’s family, from Jerusalem, was middle-class, conventional, formal and Anglican. His mother’s, from Safad and later Nazareth, was also middle-class but less conventional and more artistically inclined. The family lived mostly in Cairo, but spent long periods in Palestine in 1942 and 1947, and spent their summers in the Lebanese village of Dhour el Shweir for twenty-seven years, beginning in 1943. As a Christian, but a Protestant rather than a member of the Orthodox Church, Said grew up as part of a minority inside a minority. As he says to Imre Salusinszky, ‘Although Palestinians, we were Anglicans: so we were a minority within the Christian minority in an Islamic majority setting.’⁸ He was baptized in the Anglican cathedral of St George, and in 1947 spent some months at St George’s school, where his father had also studied.⁹ In Cairo, he attended Gezira primary school, the Cairo School for American Children and finally Victoria College. The family left Jerusalem for good in December 1947, before the Palestinian–Israeli war of 1947 and the expulsion and dispossession of many Palestinians in the *annakba*, or catastrophe, and returned to Cairo. At the British-run Victoria College, Said was often punished as a troublemaker, partly for speaking Arabic rather than English. Finally he left and was sent to the USA by his father, where he completed his secondary education at Mount Hermon, a boarding school in Massachusetts, before going on to study at Princeton and Harvard. He took up a teaching position at Columbia, where he became University Professor of English and Comparative Literature.¹⁰

From the 1970s onwards, Said has sought to turn his initial sense of alienation in the USA and his growing awareness of a divided allegiance as both a Palestinian Arab and an American citizen into something positive by bringing together the two sides of his experience. As he said in an interview, until about 1967 his career was almost purely that of the literary academic. After that date his two lives as American academic and concerned Middle Easterner began to come together in his work. This was due to the Six Day War of 1967 and subsequent events in the Middle East, and to Said’s
growing awareness of the interrelation of politics and literature and of his own responsibilities. From the late 1960s to the mid-1970s Said moved from being a traditional humanist academic to become one of the most significant Anglophone cultural and political commentators of the later twentieth century.

He has striven for a vision of transnational human interaction avoiding both sectarianism and politics based on divisive notions of ethnic or religious identity. He has written about some aspects of his early life in Palestine and Egypt, his initial feeling of alienation when he arrived in the USA, and the implications of being a man of two worlds, notably in the 1998 essay ‘Between worlds’ and in his 1999 memoir Out of Place. He has also discussed both the current situation and the complex mixture of feelings occasioned by his journeys back to Palestine-Israel in 1992, 1996 and 1998 in a series of articles originally published in the London Review of Books. The more general issue of exile and dispossession is approached in several other essays: Said has come to see his own position as a relatively privileged exile as one variant of the situation of displacement which he sees as a typical feature of the late twentieth century.

Said has returned to Palestine-Israel only a few times since he and his family left in 1947. On the first of these occasions, in 1992, he was accompanied by his second wife, Miriam, his son, Wadie, and his daughter, Naila, aged 20 and 18 respectively. On his second journey, in 1996, he travelled alone, but he spent some time with his son who was then working as a translator for the Jerusalem Media and Communication Centre in the Occupied Territories. In 1998 he returned to make a film for a British television channel about the Palestinians. As might be expected, the feelings aroused by these journeys are strong and conflicting. There is the shock of recognition on seeing the Said family home in West Jerusalem again, and then anger and sadness at the discovery that the house is now inhabited by a ‘right-wing fundamentalist Christian and militantly pro-Zionist group’. Generally, Said has a sense of a history finished, places lost, a country where, with the exception of Arab Nazareth, he can no longer feel at home. Moreover, when he visits Gaza, both in 1992 and 1996, he finds conditions worse than those he saw in the South African townships in 1991. Finally, while feeling a sense of solidarity with Palestinians in Israel and the Occupied Territories, Said recognizes that it would be very hard for him to live there, since his own state of exile is relatively liberated and privileged by comparison. The 1996 visit reveals a similar mixture of emotions, with the added detail that by then all of Said’s books
have been removed from bookshops in Gaza and on the West Bank on the orders of Yasser Arafat. The film shown on British television in May 1998 on the anniversary of the establishment of the state of Israel covers similar ground. In addition, Said narrates his visit to Hebron and bears witness to the continuing confiscation and destruction of Palestinian land and property by Israeli soldiers acting on the orders of the state, and the continuing encroachments of Israeli settlers on land under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian Authority. He notes with some bitterness that the Palestinian Authority seems to be doing nothing to stop this process.

Said’s accounts of these journeys are complemented by several pieces in which he explores the condition of exile more generally as a late twentieth-century phenomenon, notably ‘Reflections on exile’ and ‘The mind of winter: reflections on life in exile’, both published in 1984. These argue that it is part of the contemporary intellectual’s role to speak for the displaced and dispossessed, and to use the freedom of exile for positive ends. Indeed, Said uses the image of exile or migrancy elsewhere in his work to characterize the role of the intellectual in the late twentieth century. He argues that the intellectual should be a marginal or migrant figure who helps to produce new types of knowledge as well as to criticize abuses of power and the obfuscations and distortions of official discourse.

Above all, Said’s work shows a consistent independence of thought, which is his most outstanding characteristic. He has tried to embrace the contradictions and divisions of his position in order to use them for positive ends. Yet if his chosen position as a man between two cultures, worlds and languages has enabled him to make connections which few, if any, had made before, then it also has certain negative consequences. First, despite his desire to allow the marginalized to speak, he is consistently blind to gender, and women are certainly under-represented in his work. Second, there is a potential clash between the detachment of the scholarly humanist and the commitment of the polemicist who argues for Palestinian rights.

Said’s blindness to gender characterizes almost all of his work. It is rare for him to analyse a work by a woman, although there are exceptions to this, and he has shown himself to be aware of his deficiencies in this respect. As he has said to Peter Osborne, there are no ‘heroines’ in Orientalism, and After the Last Sky also comments on its own failure to pay attention to Palestinian women. Said’s neglect of gender is ironic for two reasons. First, his demys-